Abstract. The first thin folded concrete prototypes produced with Smart Dynamic Casting (SDC) exposed numerous challenges concerning concrete. The SDC process is modelled to explain the increased difficulty to fabricate thin folded members compared to columns. Due to the smaller volume to surface ratio in formworks for thin folded structures the effect of friction is amplified and the process window narrows down. In order to compensate for this, retarded selfcompacting mortar mix designs and acceleration strategies are investigated.
Introduction
At the age of "the third industrial revolution" [1] , mass customization offers a solution on the quest for expanding design freedom with digital fabrication technologies by translating computer aided design data to manufacturing information in order to control the fabrication process [2] . In digital fabrication, concrete has attracted attention later than other materials, especially due to the difficulty of controlling the fluid to solid transition [3] . This paper focuses on adapting the material mix formulation and the manufacturing protocol of an existing digital fabrication process, Smart Dynamic Casting (SDC) [4] , to thin folded geometries. It offers an approach to assess how precisely material parameters have to be in line with the process boundaries, given the geometry.
SDC is a robotic slipforming process that enables to produce non-standard geometries using a single formwork significantly smaller than the structures produced, by shaping concrete in the delicate phase when it changes from a yield stress fluid to a cohesive frictional material [5] . In order to perform successful experiments with SDC, it is essential to control the evolution of concrete yield stress in the early hydration phase and synchronize it with the movement of the formwork [6] .
SDC is a gravity driven extrusion process in which the concrete weight in the formwork drives the extrusion, while the friction on the sliding formwork walls opposes it [4] . For the process, the cumulative of the spatially variable shear stress along the formwork surface is responsible for friction [7,] (Fig. 1) . This depends on many parameters, such as formwork material, material evolution, surface geometry and process rate. The ratio of formwork volume to surface is an important parameter and it will be referred to as hydrodynamic radius in this paper. For geometries with small hydrodynamic radius (thus large surface) friction is affecting the process more in relative terms. This relation is taken into account in the model described in the following section.
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Examples of previous studies using SDC:
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, with = 100 , = 70 ⟹ ℎ = 41 In addition, SDC has three main requirements for the material mix. Firstly, a concrete batch is prepared in a way to provide a long open time -the retarded concretethat can be activated on demand with an accelerator. Secondly, the retarded material has to be suitable for pumping. Thirdly, the accelerated material has to be self-compacting and fluid enough to fill the formwork, not segregate and harden at a known rate [7] .
The geometrical design space of the process is explored by moving a formwork for thin folded structures along spatial trajectories with a 6-axis robotic arm. The exploration follows empirical methodology in which the fabrication feasibility is evaluated through physical experimentation at 1:1 scale. For the first experiments, a rigid formwork system for thin folded structures with 90 degree fold opening is slipped along trajectories in plane with one of its sides. These experiments enhance the understanding of the difficulties due to the smaller process window and serve as the first step towards exploring the architectural potential of thin, folded concrete members with non-standard geometries enabled by the SDC prefabrication process.
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Slipforming process model
The force balance between the hydrostatic pressure of concrete in the formwork and the cumulated friction of concrete along the formwork allows for calculating the vertical stress at the extrusion point:
Previously defined failure criteria limit the vertical stress allowed by the slipforming process to positive values (no cracking caused by tensile stresses) and values lower than twice the yield stress 0 at the time of extrusion (no flow according to Tresca criterion) [7, 8, 9] : 0 ≤ 2 ⁄ ≤ 0 ( ) (2) It is assumed that in any point of the formwork, friction ( ) is proportional to the concrete yield according to a frictional parameter and that the yield stress evolves according to a power law scaling with time since concrete placing :
The force balance (1) can be reformulated with (3), the slipping speed and integrated over time:
Using the failure criteria (2), the range of the relative balance of weight and yield stress can be described with the global parameter representing the effect of friction = ℎ (1+ )
, involving only a frictional parameter, the hydrodynamic radius, the power law exponent of yield stress evolution and the formwork height. These define the process window:
Therefore, the material that leaves the formwork has to have a minimum yield stress to prevent flow-out and has to cause as small friction as possible (yield stress below an upper limit) to avoid crack formation.
Examples:
When the factor is larger than 1, requirements related to material control become substantially harsher, as the compressive strength at the time of extrusion has to be lower than the hydrostatic pressure, while it is required to evolve at the rate of vertical building after extrusion. In addition, as this factor increases the upper and lower relative limits of hydrostatic pressure to compressive strength ratio are approaching. Thus allowing for a smaller variation of yield stress at the time of extrusion.
Taking relation (5) the effect of a change of power law exponent of yield stress or hydrodynamic radius on friction and the process window can be quantified as:
It is evident from the hydrodynamic radius calculation that folded structures are more difficult to extrude than previously studied column geometries. An illustration of this is that our initial experiments on thin folded structures used a material mix that had been successfully used for robust production of facade mullions in a demonstration building (SDC NEST Mix), but that proved inadequate in this different situation. Thus, the first prototypes produced with the rigid formwork system for thin folded structures showed various failures such as crack formation, complete failure at low heights and bad surface quality.
In order to successful produce thin folded elements, a wider process window is required in which the yield stress of the material stays in the slipping range for a longer time. Thus, the formulation of the retarded base mix needs to be adjusted to the new hardening requirements and the acceleration strategy has to be redefined. These modifications are discussed in the next sections.
Materials and methods
The mix design for this application (SDC FS_2) is derived from a previous SDC composition (SDC NEST Mix) however it provides a wider process window. Modifications to the previous composition are based on a set of offline, online and robotic tests as detailed below, involving penetration resistance tests, slump tests and slipforming experiments. The concrete is a high performance self-compacting mortar comprising 0-4mm siliceous sand aggregates, a CEM I 52.5R Portland cement and silica fume. Water, sucrose and superplasticizer (BASF MasterGlenium ACE 30) are added to the mixing water as admixtures unless otherwise stated. The concrete is mixed using forced action mixers for 7 minutes. This composition is referred to as retarded concrete. A set accelerator (SikaRapid C-100) is added prior casting at a time upon water addition equivalent to the conditions in the slipforming process. The concrete is mixed again using a forced action mixer or the mixing reactor for 3 minutes. This composition is referred to as activated concrete. A summary of previous and modified composition is given in Table  1 .
Initial robotic experiments
The robotic experiments aim to produce thin folded structures by adapting the experimental setup of SDC [4] to this different geometrical system with smaller process window. The setup consists of several components that need to be synchronized during the production: the material, the digital design and fabrication tool and the 6-axis robot with the attached custom end-effector in form of a rigid formwork system for thin folded structures ( Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 ). The interaction of these components allows for producing a number of physical prototypes at 1:1 architectural scale.
The initial robotic experiments aim to validate the use of the SDC NEST mix with different formwork geometry and mixing reactor. A large batch of retarded concrete is prepared and incrementally dosed with a progressive cavity pump into the mixing reactor. In there it is mixed with the accelerator forwarded in small increments by a peristaltic pump. The mixing reactor was separately developed and consists of a funnel providing inlets for concrete and accelerator at different heights, dispenses by overflow and is stirred by a pin mixer type shaft. The activated concrete flowing out is filled into a rigid formwork for thin folded structures attached to an ABB IRB4600 robotic arm performing the slipping along digitally defined trajectories. The formwork encloses a volume of 2.5 cm thickness, 50-50 cm length and 30 cm height. During the robotic experiments the material is evaluated by monitoring the surface quality of the prototype, the occurrence of failure types: local flow-out, crack formation or buckling. In addition, day-to-day variability of environmental conditions (mostly temperature) and concrete composition is taken into account by sampling two online penetrometer measurements (described in Section 3.3) right before the formwork filling is started. These measurements are used to calibrate the actual time needed to gain enough yield strength for slipping and to adjust the process speed. Based on the results the constant slipping speed is set for a value between 12 and 20mm/min for the experiments in the initial experimental phase. The pumping rate follows the slipping speed, thus it is constant for both the retarded concrete and the accelerator over time with the SDC NEST mix.
Offline tests
The offline tests are a set of experiments performed in laboratory environment on smaller quantities of material without the experimental setup. These material tests aim to modify the previous composition (SDC NEST Mix) to meet the more strict process requirements of SDC folded structures. The material constraints are manifold. The experiment described here concerns the effect of the accelerator dosage and the time of its addition on structural buildup.
First, as a reference, the SDC NEST Mix is tested with unvaried accelerator amount over the expected duration of retardation. Then to measure the influence of accelerator addition, another retarded concrete batch is prepared with the modified composition (SDC FS_1 mix) and is subsequently activated with increasing amount of accelerator (2.5-4% by binder weight) in volumes of 2,5L and at times of 1,2,3,4 and 5 hours upon water addition. The accelerator content is chosen so that the concentration used at 5 hours is equivalent to the upper limit indicated by the manufacturer. The activated batches are poured into containers 10 minutes after accelerator addition for yield stress measurements performed with a penetrometer. The penetrometer is mounted on a triaxial, computer controlled unit to measure at different positions according to a pattern. Its needle ends in a cylindrical head (d=19mm, h=4mm) that is immersed into specimens with a constant speed of 1mm/s, while recording the force resisting penetration. The first peak in the recorded data is related to the yield stress [9] . 14 measuring points are defined, and measurements are performed at intervals of 5min, starting from 30 minutes after acceleration. A target penetration resistance of 6-7N is considered ideal for slipping.
Online tests
The online penetrometer tests aim to model the material processing during a robotic experiment by dosing the retarded concrete and accelerator with digitally controlled pumps and mixing them together in a funnel (Fig. 3) . With these tests, the material formulation of the most successful offline test (SDC FS_1) is adapted to compensate for the variations in the raw materials and the conditions of acceleration.
The accelerator dosage follows the dynamic acceleration strategy, it is increased every 30 min (2.5-4% by binder weight) from the first until the fifth hour after water addition. The activated concrete flowing out is collected every 10 min for single yield stress measurements with the penetrometer. These measurements are performed 40 minutes upon outflow (subsequent casting), to measure the yield stress of a material shortly before the formwork would be slipped off.
Parallel to the online tests offline tests are also conducted to monitor the impact of the experimental equipment (mainly the use of the mixing reactor) on activation by relating it to the results of the smaller scale laboratory tests. For the offline penetrometer measurements three batches from the retarded concrete with the volumes of 2,5L are accelerated at times of 1,3 and 5 hours upon water addition. The accelerator dosage for these tests also show increasing tendency over time, it varies according to the dynamic acceleration strategy of the online test.
Robotic experiment as material evaluation
The aim of this robotic experiment is to evaluate the material formulation with dynamic acceleration strategy chosen based on the online tests (SDC FS_2) by manufacturing a thin folded prototype with the SDC process. The robotic fabrication setup and the material monitoring method (described in Section 3.1) remain unchanged. This experiment aims to produce the least problematic geometry possible. The robot moves the rigid formwork for thin folded geometries along a straight vertical slipping trajectory with a constant speed of 7.5 mm/min. The pumping rate of retarded concrete over time is constant, however the amount of accelerator is increased (ranging from 2.5 to 4% of binder content) over the duration of the experiment every 30 minutes to provide uniform yield stress evolution and wider process window for the material leaving the formwork along its whole cross section.
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Experimental Results
Initial robotic experiments
7 prototypes are produced with the SDC fabrication setup for thin folded geometries using the SDC NEST Mix formulation (Fig. 4) .
The start of the slipping for all of these robotic experiments is determined with the help of two online measurements, measured 20 and 30 minutes after flow out from the funnel Fig. 4 . The initial thin folded concrete prototypes using the SDC NEST Mix and subsequent casting. In the case of the initial experiments these measurements show values ranging from 16-17N. These values are above the ideal slipping range of 6-7 N thus the slipping starts with a delay resulting in a further decreased process window. Detecting the slipping range in time with high accuracy is proven to be challenging due to the fast yield stress evolution of the SDC NEST Mix, the efficiency of the mixing reactor and the varying environmental conditions. The slipping speed ranging from 14 to 20mm/min for the different experiments is synchronized with the material hardening. Failures such as excessive crack formation, bad surface quality and low final height can be observed on the prototypes (Fig. 4) .
Offline tests
The maximum value of the first peak of each penetrometer measurement is displayed in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 as penetration resistance as a function of the time after concrete casting. The measurements on the activated samples at given times are fitted with power law. The yield stress evolution is faster for the SDC NEST Mix and shows significant differences depending on the time of accelerator addition. It is slower and more uniform for the SDC FS_1 Mix. By increasing the accelerator dosage over time, this undesirable effect is compensated with the composition SDC FS_1. Additionally, SDC FS_1 reaches the target value for slipping more consistently than SDC NEST Mix. The exponent of the yield stress evolution is rather constant for SDC_NEST, while it increases for SDC FS_1. Mix design iterations not described here led to the composition SDC_FS_1 and additional experiments verified that the concrete is stable and self-compacting during placing and that at least 5 hours of retardation of the retarded mix are provided. 
Online tests
As a next step, the adjusted material composition from the offline tests (SDC_FS_1) is characterized with online penetrometer measurements on the SDC process equipment for thin folded structures to adjust it further.
The results of the online test with the final composition (SDC FS_2 Mix) are shown in Fig. 7 as penetration resistance over time relative to the time of acceleration. The data shows a slight yield stress increase as the time of acceleration increases. Offline tests are performed to complement the online tests using the same composition (Fig.  8) . Opposing tendencies are observed. In fact in the offline test slower yield stress increase for batches accelerated later is observed. The increase of yield stress evolution exponent is in agreement with the offline tests.
Robotic experiment as material evaluation
The formulation of the SDC FS_2 mix for robotic experiments with the SDC setup for thin folded geometries is validated by a thin folded prototype of 140 cm (Fig. 9) . The start of the slipping is determined with two online measurements at 20 and 30 minutes after casting similarly to the initial robotic experiments. However, as this material stays longer in the ideal range for slipping than the initial SDC NEST mix it is easier to detect the start of slipping. The first online measurement showed 3.9N penetration resistance while the second 9.8N (slightly beyond the ideal slipping range). The slipping is started right after the second measurement with the speed of 7.5mm/min. The formwork was approximately 80-85% full and slightly faster material evolution is estimated compared to the online measurements performed prior to the robotic experiment. The workability of the concrete is sufficient during the process. Minor defects can be observed due to additional formwork layers for capillary oiling however the overall surface quality is satisfactory.
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Discussion of results from online, offline and robotic experiments
In the offline tests, the SDC NEST Mix shows non-uniform yield stress evolution over the timeframe of the experiment and a fast yield stress increase, leading to a narrow time window in which the yield stress is in a certain range considered necessary for slipping. These time dependencies make the control of the experiment more difficult requiring constantly adjusted slipping speed over time thus leading to a high risk of either fracturing or flow out [9] . The extensive crack formation can be observed on the prototypes of the first robotic experiments (Fig. 4) .
The adjustments of the SDC NEST Mix involves reducing the accelerator dosage to 4% of the binder weight, as specified by the manufacturer to mitigate risks associated with the addition of nitrates [11] . Additionally reducing the silica fume allows for adding less superplasticizer [12] and simplifying the mixing procedure to direct superplasticizer addition, all without negatively affecting the uniform slipping rate [13] . The variability of sand deliveries further required some optimization of the superplasticizer dosage between FS_1 and FS_2 [14] . These modifications were necessary for other considerations than structuration rate but they nevertheless impacted this important property, making material optimization and adjustment more delicate [15, 16, 17] . This observation highlights the importance of measuring and controlling yield stress evolution especially for slipforming in applications with small hydrodynamic radii.
By mastering the yield stress evolution despite different times of accelerator addition and dosages and by overall decreasing the structuration rate (SDC FS_1 and FS_2) the slipping time frame can be kept constant with respect to the process. Consequently, the surface quality is more consistent and has fewer defects. In this way, the mix improved the predictability of the yield stress increase by the dynamic acceleration strategy. Additionally, as the exponent of the yield stress evolution is higher towards the end of the process in offline measurements (Fig. 8) , the contribution of friction is expected to decrease during the process even when the acceleration happens with the funnel. Finally, the fluidity of the retarded concrete could be improved (allowing for better pumping) by aiming for the same final workability and adding less accelerator for activation (maximum 4% for the SDC FS_1 Mix instead of the 8% of the initial SDC NEST Mix).
However, the offline tests can only provide an approximate material composition for the robotic experiments due to the differences in equipment for acceleration and dosing. Thus, online tests with the mixing reactor are needed to obtain material data that can be directly translated to the robotic experiments. The faster structuration at later stages in the online experiment could be a consequence of accumulation of material with longer residence time in the mixing reactor. Iterative and empirically evaluated modifications in the acceleration dosage reduced such effects until SDC FS_2 mix met all requirements for moving on to a robotic experiment.
The success of the robotic experiment depended on the synchronization of the robot movement and the hardening rate of the material. The right timing for the start of the slipping was provided by the online measurements and the constant slipping speed was possible by the virtue of the uniform strength gain. However, for more complex slipping trajectories inline measurements could be beneficial or even necessary to provide information about the material properties along the exit of the formwork. Recent offline ultrasound measurements hold the promise to be integrated into the formwork and take this role [10] . Additionally, slim and especially cantilevering geometries will raise further the requirements for the fast yield stress evolution outside the formwork to avoid buckling.
Conclusion
The difficulty to produce thin folded concrete prototypes with the material previously developed for column geometries can be explained with the smaller process window available for slipping. In the formwork for thin folded geometries by its smaller volume to surface ratio (hydrodynamic radius) the friction is affecting the process to a greater extent. However, the adjustment of the material mix and the dynamic acceleration strategy led to slower, uniform yield stress evolution thus increasing the time frame in which the process window conditions are met. Thus, the process became more robust and met the requirements of thin folded geometries. Finally, the thin folded concrete prototype produced serves as the first step towards exploring the full potential of SDC to manufacture a broader range of non-standard thin members for architectural applications.
